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 SJC Custom Drums was 

born in the small town of Dudley, 

Massachusetts. Two brothers, Mike and 

Scott J. Ciprari (SJC) started assembling 

drums when they were just 13 and 

14 years old.  Scott was always the 

hands-on craftsman while Mike had a 

passion for cosmetically unique drums. 

At their humble beginnings, the Ciprari 

basement served as a stockpile of drum 

parts while their grandma’s basement 

became their assembly room. As Scott 

and Mike honed their drum building 

skills, word began to spread about their 

eye catching creations. Bands including 

A Wilhelm Scream, Strike Anywhere, 

Panic! At The Disco and The Aquabats! 

were the first to represent SJC Drums. 

Little did the brothers know, they’d 

quickly outgrow grandma’s basement 

while some of the biggest bands in the 

world would be calling SJC Custom 

Drums their instruments of choice.

 For the first time, drummers 

could be the focal point from any stage. 

“There were times I would agree to a 

new, innovative kit idea on the phone, 

hang up, then wonder how the heck 

we were going to do it,” Mike reflects. 

Fortunately, there’s always a way 

to make those dreams come to life 

with the amazing team of innovative 

craftsmen and passionate artists at 

SJC Custom Drums. “We have a lot of 

great people involved in the company, 

and the quality and look of our drums 

has improved tremendously since we 

started almost 17 years ago. I’m really 

proud of what we’ve become,” Mike 

passionately affirms.

 SJC Custom Drums is now 

based in Southbridge, Massachusetts, a 

relic of the industrial revolution. In 2015 

the company was featured on CNBC’s 

The Profit and partnered with investor 

Marcus Lemonis. Since then, SJC has 

completely overhauled its processes 

to maximize efficiency and quality. 

Lowering custom drum kit lead times 

to between 6 and 8 weeks, offering an 

expanded product lineup and hiring 

a handful of experienced industry 

veterans has positioned the SJC team to 

exceed any expectation placed in front 

of them. From our humble beginnings, 

SJC Custom Drums is dedicated to 

our family of drummers with a goal to 

offer the best experience, unparalleled 

customer service and quality products 

to players of any level.
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At SJC, our dedicated artist relations team 

works with you to design the drum kit or 

snare of your dreams. We will help you 

visualize and understand what is going 

into your drums to ensure they come out 

perfect for you. ‘Built with passion, played 

with pride’ are the words we live by and 

welcoming you to the family is the first step 

in showing you why these words mean so 

much to us.

1    BRINGING A DREAM TO LIFE

Our innovative approach to drum 

building allows us to craft your dream 

drums efficiently. We only use the 

highest quality materials to create 

products that are unparalleled in tone, 

look and feel. Each drum receives a 

multi-step quality check to ensure they 

are up to the standard players expect 

from SJC. Our drums can last a lifetime 

in any studio or on the road.

SJC is a close-knit family. When you 

purchase our drums, you truly become 

part of us. Our goal is to help you 

bring your dreams to life and enjoy 

the experience from the very first 

step. We strive to nurture a creative, 

passionate and inspiring community. 

Every customer is just as important as 

the next, no matter who you are. 

Whether you are buying your first 

drum kit or you’re a seasoned drummer 

touring the world, we are here to help 

bring your dream drums to life. We 

build drums that stand out and turn 

heads. We want our drums to be an 

extension of the player’s personality 

and to embody the innovative bloodline 

that runs through the SJC Family.

QUALITY

CULTURE

IDENTITY

Our passion is to create 

products that are as 

unique as the drummers 

that play them.

Your drums will be ready for 
a lifetime of adventures with 
you at home, in the studio, 
or on the road. We live and 
breathe the words ‘Built with 
passion, played with pride’ 
and can’t wait to share what 
we do with you!

Each and every drum we make has a 

personality. From simplicity to complexity, 

your custom drums will exude a piece of 

your personality combined with ours. 

Custom designed shell wraps, expertly 

applied stains, and limitless custom finishes 

all are done in-house.

During each step of the process, drums 

are inspected by our experienced drum 

builders. Once assembled and tuned, 

drums must pass final inspection. They 

are examined and tested to make sure 

they leave perfect. We take pride in our 

consistent quality standards.

Bearing edges are one of the most important 

parts of how a drum will sound. Our edges 

are precision cut and hand honed to ensure 

each edge is perfect to help your drums 

sound amazing and stay in tune.

Here at SJC, we are wholeheartedly proud 

of every drum we build. Each and every 

drum is now photographed so we can share 

your dreams with the rest of the SJC family. 

You and your new drums are now part of the 

family and we are excited to promote you 

and your band on our social media.

We drill the layout for our lugs, vents, and 

brackets with a custom programmed CNC 

machine to guarantee accuracy. All of 

our mounting holes are accurately drilled 

to .010” tolerances to ensure seamless 

assembly and tuning.

The last stop in our process is preparing 

your drums for the journey to their new 

home. Each  custom drum kit and snare 

come with a personalized Birth Certificate 

as well as some SJC goodies. Once they 

are carefully boxed within our proprietary 

packaging system, we ship them promptly.

Using the finest parts, we now fully assemble 

and tune your drums, finally bringing them 

totally to life. Each part is inspected before 

it is applied to prevent anything less than 

perfect going on your drums. In addition to 

being tuned, each drum is played to make 

sure it sounds perfect.

Once the order is placed, it is printed and 

assigned to a cart. The plan to bring your 

dream to life is laid out and ready to begin 

the journey. Your shells are cut to the 

specific sizes you’ve requested and we’ll 

gather all the hardware for your order.

It’s time for your dreams to take shape. Our 

master craftsmen in woodworking prepare 

shells for finishing, fabricate custom hoops 

and reinforcement rings as well as bring 

hybrid shell configurations to life. At each 

stage of the manufacturing process our 

craftsmen inspect the drums to make sure 

they meet our highest quality standards.

5    CRAFTING YOUR TONE

9    SHOWCASING OUR CREATIONS

4    PERSONALITY COMES TO LIFE

8    PASSING THE TEST

2    STARTING THE JOURNEY

6    LAYING OUT THE PATH

10    THE JOURNEY HOME

3    DREAMS TAKE SHAPE

7    THE FINISHING TOUCH

2 3
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FLAT BLACK

SATIN CHROME

BLACK NICKEL

BRASS

CHROME

ANTIQUE BRASS

SATIN STAIN SUPER SATIN HI-GLOSS
Satin stain has a dull 

sheen that allows you 

to feel the grain of the 

shell.

Super satin is velvety 

smooth with a non-

reflective sheen.

Hi-Gloss has a glass-

like smoothness and 

brilliant luster.

Each specification that goes into building 

our drums make them unique tonally 

and cosmetically. We use only the finest 

materials and methods to ensure our drums 

are unparalleled in quality. With seemingly 

endless ways to customize them, you can 

truly design your drums to be an extension 

of your personality. We know that your SJC 

drum kit or snare drum will last a lifetime 

and turn heads from any stage.
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USA CUSTOM DRUMS

SHELL FINISH SWATCHES

STANDARD FINISHES

HARDWARE SURFACE SHEEN

White

Blue

Merlot

Merlot

Chocolate Walnut

Birdseye Mappa

Silver

Turquoise

Red

Red

Cherry

Burgundy Curly

Ginger

Merlot

Green

Silver

Red

Black Wormy

Ginger Tan

Pink

Black

Turquoise

Orange

Japanese Tamo

Black Gold

White

White

60’s

Yellow

Black

Aged White

Aged White

White

Goblin Green

Blue

Zebrawood

Red

Silver

Black

Natural

Green

Purple

Koa

Gold

Turquoise

Blue

Golden Ochre

Teal Washed Mint

Green

Blue

Green

Colonial Maple

Burnt Sienna

G L I T T E R  W R A P

G L I T T E R  W R A P

P E A R L  W R A P

R I P P L E  W R A P

S TA I N S TA I N

M A P L E  V E N E E R B U R L  V E N E E R

G L I T T E R  W R A P

G L I T T E R  W R A P

P E A R L  W R A P

R I P P L E  W R A P

S TA I N

S TA I N M A P L E  V E N E E R

G L I T T E R  W R A P

G L I T T E R  W R A P

P E A R L  W R A P

R I P P L E  W R A P

S TA I N

S TA I N M A P L E  V E N E E R

G L I T T E R  W R A P

G L I T T E R  W R A P

P E A R L  W R A P

R I P P L E  W R A P

S TA I N

A S H  V E N E E R

G L I T T E R  W R A P

P E A R L  W R A P

R I P P L E  W R A P

O Y S T E R  W R A P

S TA I N

G L I T T E R  W R A P

P E A R L  W R A P

R I P P L E  W R A P

S TA I N

S TA I N

S TA I N

V E N E E R

G L I T T E R  W R A P

P E A R L  W R A P

R I P P L E  W R A P

S TA I N

S TA I N

S TA I N

V E N E E R

G L I T T E R  W R A P

P E A R L  W R A P

R I P P L E  W R A P

S TA I N

S TA I N S TA I N

G L I T T E R  W R A P

P E A R L  W R A P

R I P P L E  W R A P

S TA I N

S TA I N



IMPORT STORY

 SJC Drums is focused on 

making the best custom drums around 

and servicing our family of drummers. 

Our goal is and always has been to have 

a product for everyone.  After discussing 

with a lot of you on social media and 

at events, we realized there are many 

who want to be in the SJC Family but 

just don’t have the budget. We spent a 

lot of time visiting factories overseas 

and developing the right relationships 

to create a partnership that builds an 

extension of the SJC factory, culture, 

and product line in Taiwan.

 We spent countless hours 

training and doing R&D to ensure the 

product is something we’re proud to 

put our name on and stand behind. The 

team we have overseas shares the vision 

and passion of what SJC Drums truly is, 

and we are proud to offer a range of 

new products, for players of any age 

or skill that will be readily available 

on our website and stores around 

the world throughout 2017. We are 

committed and focused on making sure 

that everyone, of any level, playing any 

product from SJC Drums gets the same 

support, experience and attention that 

SJC is known for. We’re very excited 

to launch this new product line, and 

we’ll be introducing some very exciting 

additions to our custom line as well.
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WHY THE PROVIDENCE:

DRUM KITS - USA

The Providence and Tour Series 

are proudly handcrafted by the 

same expert drum builders that 

bring the custom drums you know 

and love to life in Massachusetts, 

USA. We use the same quality 

materials and techniques as we 

do on our custom creations. From 

the initial shell preparation to final 

assembly, the SJC manufacturing 

process has been continuously 

refined over the last 17 years. All 

Providence and Tour series drums 

are crafted with ply shells that 

embody resonant and sonically 

rich tone. Our bearing edges are 

precision cut and hand honed 

to ensure your drums resonate 

and stay in tune perfectly. Every 

single drum is carefully inspected 

and tested to guarantee it leaves 

the shop meeting the highest 

level of quality. We build these in 

batches to keep these USA drums 

affordable, keeping the working 

musician in mind.

PROVIDENCE TOUR SERIES

Paying homage to one of our most 

unique nearby cities, the Providence 

kit combines a classic aesthetic 

with modern versatility. Maple ply 

shells produce that balanced, rich 

and resonant tone sought by today’s 

drummer while our Silver Ripple finish 

captures the eye of the crowd. The 

Providence kit is built to sound optimal 

in any genre and excels both in the 

studio or on the road.

Designed for the drummer seeking 

superior versatility in both tone and 

aesthetic, the Tour Series kit is the 

ultimate embodiment of all things SJC. 

Handcrafted by experts with maple ply 

shells in our most popular sizes and with 

the ability to choose 9 different finish 

combinations, we’ve synthesized quality 

and identity into the ideal setup for any 

player in any setting. Rich in both attack 

and resonance, the Tour Series will give 

you the platform to truly develop your 

sound and take it on the road.

//  Handcrafted at the SJC shop in MA

//  Eye-catching Silver Ripple finish

//  Maple ply shells optimized for attack     

      and resonance

//  Custom quality at an affordable price

//  Handcrafted at the SJC shop in MA

//  9 finish combinations to choose from

//  Maple ply shells optimized for attack  

      and resonance

//  Custom quality at an affordable price

 · 3 PIECE: 8X12, 16X16, 18X22

 · 4 PIECE: 7X10, 8X12, 16X16, 18X22

 · AVAILABLE ADD-ON FLOOR TOMS:  

14X14, 16X18

 · 6-PLY MAPLE TOMS 

 · 8-PLY MAPLE BASS DRUM

 · SILVER RIPPLE WRAP

 · CHROME HARDWARE

 · RACK TOMS INCLUDE HANGING MOUNT  

& BRACKET

 · 2.3MM HOOPS

 · EVANS USA G2 COATED TOM BATTER, 

GENERA RESONANT HEADS

 · EVANS USA E-MAD2 BASS BATTER, EQ4 

CALFTONE BASS RESONANT HEAD

 · HANDCRAFTED IN THE USA

 · 3 PIECE: 8X12, 16X16, 18X22

 · 4 PIECE: 7X10, 8X12, 16X16, 18X22

 · AVAILABLE ADD-ON FLOOR TOMS:  

14X14, 16X18

 · 6-PLY MAPLE TOMS, 8-PLY MAPLE  

BASS DRUM

 · CHOICE OF BLACK, BLUE, OR GOLDEN 

OCHRE SATIN STAIN

 · CHOICE OF CHROME, BRASS OR FLAT BLACK 

HARDWARE

 · RACK TOMS INCLUDE HANGING MOUNT  

& BRACKET

 · 2.3MM HOOPS

 · EVANS USA G2 COATED TOM BATTER, 

GENERA RESONANT HEADS

 · EVANS USA E-MAD2 BASS BATTER, EQ4 

CALFTONE BASS RESONANT HEAD

 · HANDCRAFTED IN THE USA

SPECS: SPECS:ABOUT:

ABOUT:

WHY THE TOUR SERIES:

8 9



DRUM KITS - USA

 · 3 PIECE: 8X10, 14X14, 18X20

 · SJC EXCLUSIVE 5-PLY MAPLE SHELLS

 · LIMITED EDITION BUILDER’S CHOICE WOOD 

BADGES

 · PURPLE SHADOW BURST

 · BLACK NICKEL HARDWARE

 · RACK TOMS INCLUDE HANGING MOUNT  

& BRACKET

 · 2.3MM HOOPS

 · EVANS USA G2 COATED TOM BATTER, 

GENERA RESONANT HEADS

 · EVANS USA E-MAD2 BASS BATTER, EQ4 

CALFTONE BASS RESONANT HEAD

 · HANDCRAFTED IN THE USA 

 

 

 

 

 

* AVAILABLE TO ORDER 6/23 THRU 9/29 

SPECS:

 SJC is proud to introduce 

Builder’s Choice Limited Edition 

drum kits; designed by a member of 

our very own manufacturing team. 

As both builders and drummers, we 

see every drum that comes through 

the shop and decided it was time to 

showcase kits that best represent 

us as individuals. 

 SJC Custom Shop drums 

are handcrafted by our expert 

builders in Massachusetts, USA 

using the finest materials and 

techniques. From the initial shell 

preparation to final assembly, the 

SJC manufacturing process has 

been continuously refined over the 

last 17 years. All custom maple kits 

and snares are now crafted with our 

exclusive 5-ply shells that give off 

a powerful and sonically rich tone. 

Our bearing edges are precision 

cut and hand honed to ensure 

your drums resonate and stay in 

tune perfectly. Every single drum 

is carefully inspected and tested 

to guarantee it leaves the shop 

meeting the highest level of quality.

Builder’s Choice #1 was designed 

by Pat Burns; our lead assembler. 

Pat chose smaller toms with a deep 

20” bass drum for the perfect blend 

of mid to high frequencies with that 

classic punchy SJC tone. The reduced 

diameters make this kit easy to 

transport and ideal for funk-fusion or 

rock. Pat worked with our finishing 

department to create the new Purple 

Shadow Burst which incorporates his 

favorite purple stain and bursts out to 

black with a touch of blue. This super 

satin finish has rich color and is ultra 

smooth from edge-to-edge. Whether 

you’re in a practice room or on stage 

this kit is the ideal setup for players 

seeking versatility with eye-catching 

details.

BUILDER’S CHOICE #1

ABOUT:

PAT BURNS
LEAD ASSEMBLER

10



ZAC PAQUETTE
WOODWORKING/ FINISHING

BUILDER’S CHOICE #2

 · 4 PIECE: 9X13, 16X16, 16X18, 20X22

 · SJC EXCLUSIVE 5-PLY MAPLE SHELLS

 · LIMITED EDITION BUILDER’S CHOICE WOOD 

BADGES

 · CHARCOAL BURST

 · FLAT BLACK HARDWARE

 · RACK TOMS INCLUDE HANGING MOUNT  

& BRACKET

 · CLAW-STYLE WOOD HOOPS

 · EVANS USA G2 COATED TOM BATTER, 

GENERA RESONANT HEADS

 · EVANS USA E-MAD2 BASS BATTER, EQ3 

BLACK RESONANT BASS HEAD

 · HANDCRAFTED IN THE USA 

 

 

 

 

 

* AVAILABLE TO ORDER 6/23 THRU 9/29 

 

 

SPECS:

Builder’s Choice #2 was designed by Zac 

Paquette; one of our woodworking and 

finishing specialists. He chose 4-piece 

setup with a larger rack tom and deeper 

bass drum; creating a focused yet 

powerful tone ideal for rock and metal 

genres. Claw-style wood hoops add a 

warmer attack to the toms with a classic 

look and feel. Zac created and applied a 

new custom burst for these shells with 

a dark grey stain that transforms to a 

faded black. The shells are finished in 

our standard satin topcoat that allows 

you to feel the natural grain of the 

maple. This kit is perfect for any player 

looking for massive tone and versatility.

ABOUT:

DRUM KITS - USA

12



DRUM KITS - IMPORT

The Paramount, Navigator and 

Pathfinder kits are proudly 

handcrafted in Taiwan by a team 

of drum builders that share SJC’s 

vision and passion. We’ve spent 

countless hours visiting factories 

and building the right relationships 

to create an extension of the SJC 

culture overseas and ensure we 

can provide the same support, 

experience and attention to 

players at any level of skill 

or experience while offering 

products we are proud to put our 

name on.

PARAMOUNT

The Paramount series is our answer 

to the modern drummer’s need for 

affordable, tour-worthy drums that 

combine an eternally classic aesthetic 

with smooth, controlled tone. Whether 

you’re a weekend warrior or touring 

professional, the Paramount kit was 

designed to meet all of your drumming 

needs. North American maple shells, 

versatile sizes, and our Walnut 

Transparent Hi-Gloss Lacquer come 

together to create a kit that is equally 

supreme in both looks and tone. All 

eyes and ears will fall on you when you 

take the stage with the Paramount kit. 

//  Eternally classic aesthetic with     

     limitless versatility

//  Hi-Gloss finish and SJC hardware for  

      a custom appearance

//  Maple ply shells produce a smooth,  

      controlled tone

//  Tried-and-true sizes essential for any  

       playing situation

 · 3 PIECE KIT : 8X12, 16X16, 18X22

 · 5 PIECE KIT: 7X10, 8X12, 16X16,  18X22,  

6.5X14 SNARE

 · AVAILABLE ADD-ON FLOOR TOMS:  

14X14, 16X18

 · 7-PLY NORTH AMERICAN MAPLE SHELLS

 · WALNUT TRANSPARENT HI-GLOSS LACQUER

 · CHROME HARDWARE

 · RACK TOMS INCLUDE HANGING MOUNT, 

BRACKET & L-ROD CLAMP

 · 2.3MM HOOPS

 · DRUMHEADS BY EVANS

 · HANDCRAFTED IN TAIWAN

SPECS:

MATCHING 6.5X14 SNARE AVALIBLE 
SEE PAGE 25

WHY THE PARAMOUNT ABOUT:

NAVIGATOR

Equipped with North American maple 

ply shells sized to be punchy and 

resonant, the Navigator kit covers a 

large tonal spectrum suitable for any 

genre. Our Midnight Espresso Super 

Satin finish reveals subtle hues of wood 

grain and contrasting bass drum hoops 

add custom SJC flavor. Together this 

creates a kit that is infinitely limitless in 

both sound and aesthetic.

//  Maple ply shells are punchy and  

     resonant

//   Our most popular sizes for tonal  

     versatility

// Exclusive SJC finish and hardware  

      for a custom appearance

//  Play through any style or gig with  

     complete ease

 · 3 PIECE 22” KIT : 8X12, 16X16, 18X22

 · 3 PIECE 24” KIT : 9X13, 16X16, 14X24

 · 4 PIECE 22” KIT: 7X10, 8X12, 16X16,  18X22

 · AVAILABLE ADD-ON FLOOR TOMS:  

14X14, 16X18

 · 7-PLY NORTH AMERICAN MAPLE SHELLS

 · MIDNIGHT ESPRESSO SUPER SATIN STAIN W/ 

NATURAL BASS HOOPS

 · CHROME HARDWARE

 · RACK TOMS INCLUDE HANGING MOUNT, 

BRACKET & L-ROD CLAMP

 · 2.3MM HOOPS

 · DRUMHEADS BY EVANS

 · HANDCRAFTED IN TAIWAN

SPECS:

MATCHING 6.5X14 SNARE AVALIBLE 
SEE PAGE 24

WHY THE NAVIGATOR ABOUT:

14 15



DRUM KITS - IMPORT

PATHFINDER

 You asked and we delivered... 

introducing the Pathfinder Series; our 

most affordable series to date. We’ve 

combined custom specs with smaller 

sizes to create the ideal option for 

the drummer seeking quality tone in 

a transportable package. Featuring 

agathis shells with a beautiful cherry 

wood outer ply, this series exhibits a 

slightly deeper tone than maple while 

producing smooth high frequencies. 

The Crimson Super Satin finish 

combined with black SJC hardware 

creates a custom aesthetic for the 

player who’s looking to represent SJC 

without breaking the bank. 

//  Affordability combined with custom  

      SJC aesthetic

//  Shells exhibit slightly deeper tone  

      with smooth high frequencies

//  Smaller sizes makes it easy to move  

      from gig to gig

//  Set your path to the stage with the  

      Pathfinder

 · 4 PIECE KIT : 8X12, 14X14, 16X20, 6X14 SNARE

 · 5 PIECE KIT: 7X10, 8X12, 14X14, 16X20,  

6X14 SNARE

 · AVAILABLE ADD-ON FLOOR TOMS:  

14X14, 16X18

 · 7-PLY AGATHIS & CHERRY SHELLS

 · CRIMSON SUPER SATIN STAIN

 · FLAT BLACK HARDWARE

 · RACK TOMS INCLUDE HANGING MOUNT, 

BRACKET & L-ROD CLAMP

 · 1.6MM HOOPS

 · DRUMHEADS BY EVANS

 · HANDCRAFTED IN TAIWAN

SPECS:WHY THE PATHFINDER ABOUT:

SNARE DRUMS - USA

PROVIDENCE

Paying homage to one of our most 

unique nearby cities, the Providence 

snare combines a classic aesthetic 

with modern versatility. Maple ply 

shells produce that balanced, rich 

and resonant tone sought by today’s 

drummer while our Silver Ripple finish 

captures the eye of the crowd. The 

Providence snare is built to sound 

optimal in any genre and excels both in 

the studio or on the road.

 · 6.5X14

 · 10-PLY MAPLE

 · SILVER RIPPLE WRAP

 · CHROME HARDWARE

 · 3.0MM HOOPS

 · SJC QUICK-DROP THROW OFF

 · EVANS USA G2 COATED BATTER HEAD

 · EVANS USA CLEAR 300 SNARE SIDE HEAD

 · HANDCRAFTED IN THE USA

SPECS:
WHY THE PROVIDENCE:

WHY THE PROVIDENCE

ABOUT:

//  Handcrafted at the SJC shop in MA

//  Eye-catching Silver Ripple finish

//  Maple ply shells optimized for attack     

      and resonance

//  Custom quality at an affordable price

16 17



SNARE DRUMS - USA

TOUR SERIES

Designed for the drummer seeking 

superior versatility in both tone and 

aesthetic, the Tour Series snare is the 

ultimate embodiment of all things SJC. 

Handcrafted by experts with maple 

ply shells in our most popular sizes and 

with the ability to choose 9 different 

finish combinations, we’ve synthesized 

quality and identity into the ideal snare 

for any player in any setting. Rich in 

both attack and resonance, the Tour 

Series snare will give you that powerful 

tone and crack you desire.

//  Handcrafted at the SJC shop in MA

//  9 finish combinations to choose from

//  Maple ply shells optimized for attack  

      and resonance

//  Custom quality at an affordable price

 · 7X14

 · 10-PLY MAPLE SHELL

 · CHOICE OF BLACK, BLUE, OR GOLDEN 

OCHRE SATIN STAIN

 · CHOICE OF CHROME, BRASS OR FLAT BLACK 

HARDWARE

 · 3.0MM HOOPS

 · SJC QUICK-DROP THROW OFF

 · EVANS USA G2 COATED BATTER HEAD

 · EVANS USA CLEAR 300 SNARE SIDE HEAD

 · HANDCRAFTED IN THE USA

SPECS:WHY THE TOUR SERIES ABOUT:

DUDLEY

 A workhorse snare for the 

workhorse drummer. Mixing versatility 

with class, the Dudley is designed to 

be your go-to option for any playing 

situation. The crisp attack of the 

steel shell combined with the darker 

characteristics of the black nickel 

finish creates a large tonal playing field 

suitable for any style. Custom looks and 

beautiful overtones make this snare at 

home with any player in any setup. 

 Dudley Black Nickel Over 

Steel custom snare drums are fully 

assembled in the SJC Drums factory in 

Massachusetts, USA. Every single drum 

is tuned and tested to ensure it leaves 

//  Black nickel over steel shell 

        exhibits focused attack 

       with beautiful overtones

//   Classy and versatile workhorse  

       across multiple styles

//   Custom built to order with any SJC  

       hardware combination

//   Available in two sizes for maximum  

       customizability

 · 6.5X14

 · 8X14

 · 1.0MM ROLLED STEEL SHELL

 · POLISHED BLACK NICKEL FINISH

 · AVAILABLE IN ALL STANDARD HARDWARE 

FINISH OPTIONS

 · 3.0MM HOOPS

 · EVANS USA G2 COATED BATTER HEAD

 · EVANS USA SNARE SIDE 300 RESONANT 

HEAD

 · ASSEMBLED IN USA

SPECS:

the shop exhibiting the highest quality 

in both sound and construction. All 

custom SJC drums ship ready to play 

right out of the box.

WHY THE DUDLEY

ABOUT:

18 19



SNARE DRUMS - USA

TITAN

 The Titan snare shell features 

thick 2.5mm raw aluminum with 

reinforcement rings to yield maximum 

tuning stability and powerful tone. 

With a crisp, shorter sustain and huge 

projection, the Titan is becoming 

a favorite among SJC artists. The 

aluminum shell embodies an absolutely 

massive sound that does not let up 

when you really push it! 

 Titan Aluminum custom snare 

drums are fully assembled in the SJC 

Drums factory in Massachusetts, USA. 

Every single drum is tuned and tested to 

make sure they leave the shop sounding 

incredible and ready to play out of the 

box.

//  Aluminum shell with reinforcement  

      rings creates tonal stability

//  Powerful projection with crisp,  

      shorter sustain

//  Custom built to order with any SJC  

      hardware combination

//  Available in three sizes for maximum  

      customizability

 · 6.5X14 

 · 7X14 

 · 8X14

 · 2.5MM ALUMINUM SHELL W/ ALUMINUM 

REINFORCEMENT RINGS

 · BRUSHED ALUMINUM FINISH

 · AVAILABLE IN ALL STANDARD HARDWARE 

FINISH OPTIONS

 · 3.0MM HOOPS

 · EVANS USA G2 COATED BATTER HEAD

 · EVANS USA SNARE SIDE 300 RESONANT 

HEAD

 · ASSEMBLED IN USA

SPECS:

WHY THE TITAN

ABOUT:

GOLIATH

 Unbelievable value at an 

unbeatable price, the 3.0mm Goliath 

Bell Brass shell embodies a powerful, 

musical tone at various dynamic levels.

You can feel the punch when you 

really dig into it, yet the shell produces 

a smooth, sensitive response when 

played lightly. Overtones are controlled 

and lows are strong with singing highs. 

Unparalleled sound and price make the 

Goliath a must-have for any studio or 

stage. 

 Goliath Bell Brass custom snare 

drums are fully assembled in the SJC 

Drums factory in Massachusetts, USA. 

Every single drum is tuned and tested 

// Powerful, musical tone with  

      sensitive response

//  Bell Brass shell exhibits world-class  

      versatility

//  Unparalleled sound at an unbeatable  

      price

//  Custom built to order with any SJC  

      hardware combination

//  Available in two sizes for maximum  

      customizability

 · 7X13

 · 7X14

 · 3.0MM BELL BRASS SHELL

 · BRUSHED BRASS FINISH

 · AVAILABLE IN ALL STANDARD HARDWARE 

FINISH OPTIONS

 · 3.0MM HOOPS

 · EVANS USA G2 COATED BATTER HEAD

 · EVANS USA SNARE SIDE 300 RESONANT 

HEAD

 · ASSEMBLED IN USA

SPECS:

to ensure it leaves the shop exhibiting 

the highest quality in both sound and 

construction. All custom SJC drums 

ship ready to play right out of the box.

WHY THE GOLIATH

ABOUT:
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SNARE DRUMS - USA

APOLLO

 

 Responsive and warm, the 

Apollo Black Nickel Over Brass shell 

exhibits a rich tone that is widely-sought 

by drummers of multiple styles. With 

sensitive, metallic highs and plenty of 

low end attack  the Apollo cuts through 

any mix with ease. Harness unparalleled 

sonic authority and versatility with the 

Apollo

 Apollo Black Nickel Over 

Brass custom snare drums are fully 

assembled in the SJC Drums factory in 

Massachusetts, USA. Every single drum 

is tuned and tested to ensure  it leaves 

the shop exhibiting the highest quality 

//  Warm, responsive and balanced tone

//  Widely-sought versatility across any  

      style

//  Custom built to order with any SJC  

      hardware combination

//  Available in two sizes for maximum  

      customizability

 · 7X14

 · 8X14

 · 1.0MM ROLLED BRASS SHELL

 · POLISHED BLACK NICKEL FINISH

 · AVAILABLE IN ALL STANDARD HARDWARE 

FINISH OPTIONS

 · 3.0MM HOOPS

 · EVANS USA G2 COATED BATTER HEAD

 · EVANS USA SNARE SIDE 300 RESONANT 

HEAD

 · ASSEMBLED IN USA

SPECS:

in both sound and construction. Every 

single custom SJC drum ships ready to 

play right  out of the box.

WHY THE APOLLO

ABOUT:

SNARE DRUMS - IMPORT

PATHFINDER

The Pathfinder snare couples custom 

specs with a mid-depth size to create 

an ideal option for a drummer looking 

to explore different styles. Featuring 

an agathis shell with a beautiful cherry 

wood outer ply, this snare exhibits a 

slightly deeper tone than maple while 

producing smooth high frequencies 

at any tuning. The Crimson Super 

Satin finish combined with black SJC 

hardware creates a custom aesthetic for 

the player who’s looking to effortlessly 

explore tonality without breaking the 

bank. 

//  Affordability combined with custom  

     SJC aesthetic

//  Agathis shell exhibits slightly deeper  

     tone with smooth high frequencies

//  Shallower depth promotes 

      versatility at multiple tunings

//  Effortlessly explore tonality with  

      the Pathfinder snare

 · 6X14

 · 7-PLY AGATHIS & CHERRY SHELLS

 · CRIMSON SUPER SATIN STAIN

 · FLAT BLACK HARDWARE

 · DROP-STYLE THROW OFF

 · 1.6MM HOOPS

 · DRUMHEADS BY EVANS

 · HANDCRAFTED IN TAIWAN

SPECS:

WHY THE PATHFINDER

ABOUT:
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SNARE DRUMS - IMPORT

NAVIGATOR

Equipped with 6.5x14 North American 

maple ply shell, the Navigator snare 

covers a large tonal spectrum suitable 

for any genre. Our Midnight Espresso 

Super Satin finish reveals subtle hues 

of wood grain and our exclusive SJC 

Shield lugs add a custom flavor to the 

appearance. Whether cranked for quick 

attack or loose for heavy grooves, you’ll 

find your sweet spot with the Navigator 

Snare at any gig or session.

//  Maple ply shells delivers plenty of  

      attack

//  6.5x14 size enables tonal versatility

//  Exclusive SJC finish and hardware 

      for a custom appearance

//  Play through any style or gig with       

      complete ease

 · 6.5X14

 · 7-PLY NORTH AMERICAN MAPLE SHELLS

 · MIDNIGHT ESPRESSO SUPER SATIN STAIN W/ 

NATURAL BASS HOOPS

 · CHROME HARDWARE

 · DROP-STYLE THROW OFF

 · 2.3MM HOOPS

 · DRUMHEADS BY EVANS

 · HANDCRAFTED IN TAIWAN

SPECS:

WHY THE NAVIGATOR

ABOUT:

PARAMOUNT

The Paramount snare was designed to 

be the quintessential option for those 

seeking classic aesthetic and a smooth, 

controlled tone. A 6.5x14 maple ply 

shell comes together with our Walnut 

Transparent Hi-Gloss Lacquer to create 

a snare that is equally supreme in both 

looks and tone. Whether you tighten it 

up for a snappy, crisp tone or loosen and 

lay down a fat groove; you will command 

the pocket with the Paramount snare.

//  Eternally classic aesthetic with  

      limitless versatility

//  Hi-Gloss finish and SJC hardware for  

      a custom appearance

//  Maple ply shell produces a smooth,  

      controlled tone

//  Dynamic size creates the ultimate  

      response at any tuning

 · 6.5X14

 · 7-PLY NORTH AMERICAN MAPLE SHELLS

 · WALNUT TRANSPARENT HI-GLOSS LACQUER

 · CHROME HARDWARE

 · DROP-STYLE THROW OFF

 · 2.3MM HOOPS

 · DRUMHEADS BY EVANS

 · HANDCRAFTED IN TAIWAN

SPECS:

WHY THE PARAMOUNT

ABOUT:
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ALPHA

Versatile and dynamic; the Alpha is the 

best choice for any player seeking bold 

and brilliant tone at an affordable price. 

The steel shell delivers crisp highs with 

an aggressive attack let you cut through 

any mix from the studio to the stage. 

Featuring a classic  polished chrome 

finish, this snare is easily at home no 

matter your playing style or preferred 

setup. 

//  Versatile 6.5x14 size

//  Polished steel shell delivers a bold  

      and brilliant tone

//  SJC Shield lugs create a custom and  

      unmistakable appearance

//  Cut through the mix with the Alpha’s  

      aggressive attack

 · 6.5X14

 · 1.0MM ROLLED STEEL SHELL

 · POLISHED CHROME FINISH

 · CHROME HARDWARE

 · DROP-STYLE THROW OFF

 · 2.3MM HOOPS

 · DRUMHEAD BY EVANS

 · CRAFTED IN TAIWAN

SPECS:

SNARE DRUMS - IMPORT

WHY THE ALPHA

ABOUT:

SIGNATURE SNARES

ARTIST:

COOKIES & CREAM

Matching the “Cookies & Cream” wrap 

on one of Tré Cool’s newest SJC kits, 

this snare was designed to be versatile, 

look classy and be the workhorse in 

your snare lineup. At 5.5x14, you get 

plenty of snappy tone and volume. 

With flat black hardware and a Tré Cool 

signature badge, you’ll be looking sharp 

and ready to rock, just like Tré!

//  Shallow depth for dynamic, snappy  

     tone

//  Maple shell has versatile tonal        

     character

//  Sleek & classy aesthetic  

//  Handcrafted at the SJC shop in MA

TRÉ COOL

 · 5.5X14

 · 10-PLY MAPLE SHELL

 · COOKIES & CREAM OYSTER WRAP

 · TRÉ COOL SHIELD BADGES

 · FLAT BLACK HARDWARE

 · 3.0MM HOOPS

 · TRICK THROW OFF

 · REMO USA HEADS

 · HANDCRAFTED IN THE USA

SPECS:

WHY THE COOKIES & CREAM

ABOUT:
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SIGNATURE SNARES

ARTIST:

CROWD

 Ready to surf the crowd like 

Josh Dun? Introducing the new and 

exclusive Josh Dun “Crowd” Snare. 

Featuring a flat black steel shell that 

looks as menacing as it sounds, this 

snare delivers that crisp, snappy tone 

we’ve grown to know and love from 

Josh. 

 We worked closely with Josh 

to develop the perfect snare that truly 

represents his sound and style as an 

SJC artist. From the shell to the badge, 

the Crowd Snare has been crafted to 

fully capture Josh’s unique personality 

and deliver it at an unbeatable price. 

It’s your turn to take the stage and 

command the crowd.

//  6.5x14

//  Flat black steel shell delivers a  

      snappy, crisp attack

//  Custom look and tone chosen by 

     Josh Dun himself

//  Take command of any stage and any  

      crowd

JOSH DUN

 · 6.5X14

 · 1.0MM ROLLED STEEL SHELL

 · FLAT BLACK FINISH

 · FLAT BLACK HARDWARE

 · DROP-STYLE THROW OFF

 · 1.6MM HOOPS

 · CRAFTED IN TAIWAN

SPECS:

WHY THE CROWD

ABOUT:

SPOOKY

We partnered with longtime SJC 

artist Josh Dun to develop a snare that 

captured both his personality and the 

Twenty One Pilots stage presence. The 

Spooky Snare is an eye-catching and 

instantly recognizable little monster! 

Matching the design on Josh’s current 

main stage SJC custom drum kit, this 

shallow snare has serious snap and 

versatility, perfect for bridging any 

genres. With sleek style and unique 

character, this snare is ideal for the 

drummer looking to turn heads.

 · 6X14

 · 10-PLY MAPLE SHELL

 · EXCLUSIVE “SPOOKY” ALIEN & SKULL WRAP

 · JOSH DUN SHIELD BADGES

 · FLAT BLACK HARDWARE

 · 3.0MM HOOPS

 · SJC QUICK-DROP THROW OFF

 · REMO USA HEADS

 · HANDCRAFTED IN THE USA

SPECS:

ARTIST:

//  Shallow 6x14 is versatile and snappy

//  Maple shell has balanced tonal  

     response 

//  Unique styling that is unmistakably  

     Josh Dun

//  Handcrafted at the SJC shop in MA

JOSH DUN

WHY THE SPOOKYABOUT:
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DRUM ACCESSORIES

JOSH DUN PRACTICE PAD

Channel inspiration from one of your favorite drummers 

with the Josh Dun of Twenty One Pilots signature 

practice pad!

//  Twenty One Pilots design with “Hit here as hard as you can” Josh 

Dun quote.

SJC PRACTICE PAD

Build your skill and stay warmed up with the SJC Values 

practice pad! From rehearsal to the tour bus, this practice 

pad is essential for any drummer.

TRÉ COOL PRACTICE PAD

Build your chops while you channel some mojo from Tré 

Cool of Green Day. Whether you’re a student or you’re on 

the road, this pad is perfect for keeping your skills sharp. 

//  Custom artwork featuring Tré’s signature shield, Bunny, Houndstooth 

and Cookies & Cream designs featured on his SJC drum kits.

HEAVY DUTY DRUM THRONE

Want to sit at your kit everyday feeling completely and 

comfortably supported? The SJC Heavy Duty Drum 

Throne is as stable as it is practical. The 15” round top 

is 5” deep and offers comfort without feeling like you’re 

sinking while the locking spindle enables you to easily 

adjust and save your preferred height position. With 

heavy duty rubber feet and double braced legs, this 

throne will secure you in place and stand up to the rigors 

of the road.

//  10” durable rubber playing surface

//  12” total diameter

//  Non-slip backing keeps pad in place

//  Threaded Mount for stand installation

ALL PRACTICE PADS FEATURE:

Our passion is to create products that are as unique 
as the drummers that play them.



SJC Foundation Hardware was 

developed to meet the needs of 

drummers seeking professional 

quality, heavier-duty stands and pedals 

that infuse versatility and durability. 

We worked closely with artists and 

ABOUT:

hardware experts to design a line that 

not only serves as the foundation of 

your setup, but completely satisfies the 

desire to have hardware that performs 

in any setting. Build the groundwork for 

your kit with Foundation Hardware.
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FOUNDATION - X SERIES
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Foundation X Hardware is designed 

to withstand the core needs of any 

drummer. Double braced legs, gearless 

cymbal tilters and hinged memory locks 

ensure fast, easy setup with complete 

stability. Build the solid foundation you 

need to support your kit and enhance 

playability with X Series hardware.

WHY X SERIES STANDS

//  Double braced tripod leg stands for stability

//  Heavy-duty, reliable SJC design

//  Gearless cymbal tilters and hinged memory  

      locks for quick adjustments

//  Build the groundwork with Foundation  

      Hardware

ABOUT: STAND FEATURES

//  Exclusive oversized rubber feet that keep  

      your stands in place

//  Heavy-duty Double Braced Legs are strong  

  and stable no matter your cymbal size or  

      playing style

//  Nylon inserts prevent rattling in the studio or  

      damaged chrome plating

//  Hinged memory locks for easy and precise  

      set up every gig

//  Ergonomic wingnuts with embossed “F” logo      

      for a comfortable and secure grip 

X SERIES STANDS
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The X Series Boom Cymbal Stand is as functional as it is 

stable. The dual adjustment hideaway boom arm provides 

versatility while the heavy-duty hinged memory lock acts as 

the ultimate support in keeping your cymbal exactly where 

you desire. Whether you’re riding or crashing, rest assured 

that your cymbal will hold its place through any gig or session.

The X Series Straight Cymbal Stand is a must-have in your 

setup. Gearless tilters, heavy gauge tubing and hinged 

memory locks create the ultimate combination of simplicity 

and stability. Adjust to your liking, toss any cymbal on top and 

feel confident that the X Series Straight stand will keep you 

supported through all playing situations.

//  Dual adjustment hideaway boom arm for more versatility 

//  Gearless cymbal tilter gives you infinite positioning adjustment

//  1 ¼” base, 1” middle, ¾” top tube diameters

//  Gearless cymbal tilter gives you infinite positioning adjustment

//  1 ¼” base, 1” middle, ¾” top tube diameters

FX-BC  BOOM CYMBAL STAND FX-SC  STRAIGHT CYMBAL STAND

FEATURES FEATURES

The Foundation Hi Hat stand is as functional as it is unique. A 

gloss white stabilizer plate adds a custom vibe and keeps your 

pedal in place while heavy gauge tubing and hinged memory 

locks ensure fast, easy setup every gig. Rotating legs give 

you positioning versatility within your setup. Our direct pull 

chain-driven technology will ensure complete responsiveness 

as you command control of your timing.

The Foundation X Double Tom Stand features heavy-duty 

double braced legs that keep your toms grounded while 

10.5mm l-rod ball joints provide positioning versatility. This 

is all topped off with heavy gauge tubing and hinged memory 

locks ensure fast, easy setup every gig. This stand is built to 

perform and last. Fully support your rack toms with a stand 

designed in pure integrity.

//  Direct pull chain-driven for quick, responsive feel

//  Stabilizer plate keeps your pedal securely in place

//  Rotating tripod allows you to easily position with double pedals  

      and stands

//  1 ¼” base, 1” top tube diameters

//  Dual 10.5mm l-rod ball joints give you positioning versatility

//  Tube clamp allows you to add more cymbal mounting options

//  1 ¼” base, 1” top tube diameters

FX-HH  HI HAT STAND FX-TS  DOUBLE TOM STAND

FEATURES FEATURES

X SERIES STANDS
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 Designed for playability 

and functionality, the Foundation X 

pedals exhibit effortless action at any 

adjustment. Simplicity comes together 

with high end components to create 

a completely smooth and responsive 

movement through each kick. The 

unique aesthetic of these pedals and 

ergonomic features produce the 

ultimate sense of control and comfort. 

Command your kick drum with the 

Foundation Single or Double Pedal.

WHY X SERIES PEDALS

//  Adjustable beater angle and pedalboard  

      height

//  Unique aesthetic and ergonomics for control  

      and comfort

//  Responsive movement through each kick

//  Designed for playability and functionality

ABOUT:

PEDAL FEATURES

//  Double chain cam drive provide a solid and  

      responsive feel

//  Stabilizer plate keeps your pedal securely in  

      place

//  Independently adjustable beater angle and  

      pedalboard height 

//  Drum and hex key holder keep your tools close

//  Dual surface smoked black acrylic beater  

      optimized for perfect attack

//  Includes padded carrying bag

Featuring double-braced legs and a snare basket ball joint, 

the X Series Snare Stand gives you the ultimate positioning 

versatility. Never think twice about your snare moving 

out of place or preference; this stand was designed to 

withstand it all. Heavy gauge tubing and hinged memory 

locks ensure fast, easy setup every gig. Focus more on your 

playing knowing your snare if completely supported with 

the X Series Snare Stand.

//  Snare basket ball joint gives you positioning versatility

//  1 ¼” base, 1” top tube diameters

FX-SS  SNARE STAND

FEATURES

X SERIES STANDS

FX-SP   SINGLE BASS PEDAL

X SERIES PEDALS
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X SERIES PEDALS

FX-DP   PADDED CARRYING BAG

DRUM & HEX KEY HOLDER

FX-DP   DOUBLE BASS PEDAL
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WHY FLATLINE SERIES STANDS

//  Double braced flat base legs

//  One of a kind aesthetic

//  Gearless tilters and hinged memory locks

//  Dual adjustment hideaway boom arm

STAND FEATURES

//  Exclusive oversized rubber feet that keep  

      your stands in place

//  Heavy-duty double braced flat profile legs 

      are strong and stable to prevent movement  

      when playing hard

//  Nylon inserts prevent rattling in the studio or   

      damaged chrome plating

//  Hinged memory locks for easy and precise 

      set up every gig

//  Position memory lock holds the stand position 

//  Ergonomic wingnuts with embossed “F” logo  

      for a comfortable and secure grip 

ABOUT:

Foundation Flatline Hardware is the 

only heavy-duty flat base design on 

the market. Unique styling and modern 

technology come together with double 

braced legs, sturdy over-sized feet, 

gearless cymbal tilters and hinged 

memory locks to ensure fast, easy 

setup with complete stability. The low 

profile flat legs allow you to position 

your stands closer together, resulting 

in a cleaner overall setup. Build your 

foundation and set yourself apart with 

Flatline Series hardware.

FOUNDATION - FLATLINE SERIES
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FLATLINE SERIES STANDS

The Flatline Straight Cymbal Stand is as functional as it is 

unique. Gearless tilters, heavy gauge tubing and hinged 

memory locks create the ultimate support in keeping your 

cymbal exactly where you desire. Set yourself apart with 

hardware that is truly in a class of its own.

//  Gearless cymbal tilter gives you infinite positioning adjustment

//  1 ¼” base, 1” middle, ¾” top tube diameters

FF-SC  STRAIGHT CYMBAL STAND

FEATURES

Featuring flat double-braced legs and a snare basket ball joint, 

the Flatline Snare Stand gives you the ultimate positioning 

versatility. Flat legs reduce clutter allowing you to easily 

adjust for optimal pedal placement whether you rock a single 

or double. Heavy gauge tubing and hinged memory locks 

ensure fast, easy setup every gig. Set your kit apart with the 

only double-braced flat base hardware on the market!

//  Snare basket ball joint gives you positioning versatility

//  1 ¼” base, 1” top tube diameters

FF-SS  SNARE STAND

FEATURES

The Flatline Boom Cymbal Stand is as functional as it is 

unique. The dual adjustment hideaway boom arm provides 

versatility while the heavy-duty hinged memory lock acts as 

the ultimate support in keeping your cymbal exactly where 

you desire. Set yourself apart with hardware that is truly in a 

class of its own.

//  Dual adjustment hideaway boom arm for maximum versatility

//  Gearless cymbal tilter gives you infinite positioning adjustment

//  1 ¼” base, 1” middle, ¾” top tube diameters

FF-BC  BOOM CYMBAL STAND

FEATURES

The Foundation X Double Tom Stand features heavy-duty 

double braced flat profile legs that keep your toms grounded 

while 10.5mm l-rod ball joints provide positioning versatility. 

The flat legs also allow for the stand to slide further under 

your kick drum; getting the toms even closer for ultimate 

playability. This is all topped off with heavy gauge tubing 

and hinged memory locks ensure fast, easy setup every gig. 

Optimize your setup with the Flatline Double Tom stand.

//  Dual 10.5mm l-rod ball joints give you positioning versatility

//  Tube clamp allows you to add more cymbal mounting options

//  1 ¼” base, 1” top tube diameters

FF-TS  DOUBLE TOM STAND

FEATURES
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FOUNDATION - SHADOW SERIES
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WHY SHADOW STANDS

//  Complete 6-piece hardware pack

//  Sleek black finish creates a custom look

//  Double braced tripod base for strength and  

      stability

//  Perfect for the home or smaller gigs!

Set your kit up and play! We designed 

the Shadow Hardware Pack to provide 

the essentials any drummer would need 

to set up his or her kit and get the job 

done. Lighter in weight with a sleek 

black finish, these stands will turn heads 

while double-braced legs and simple 

adjustments keep them anchored and 

versatile. Ideal for the home, practice 

room or smaller gigs, Foundation 

Shadow hardware will get the job done 

and you playing.

ABOUT:

SPECIFICATIONS

//  Sleek style and lighter in weight

//  Double-braced tripod bases for strength and  

      stability

//  Black finish for that SJC custom look

//  1” base & 7/8” upper tube diameters

//  Includes: Throne, Boom Cymbal Stand,  

      Straight Cymbal Stand, Hi-Hat Stand, Snare  

      Stand & Single Bass Pedal
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